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Excerpt from The Patriots History of Ireland I Have been asked to write a short, concise History of Ireland for the benefit of those who have
not time to read a larger work, and for the use of schools, as an Introduction to Irish History. I have complied with this request but the
reader should remember that it requires some care and thought to understand a history written with care and thought, and that, while
stories about Ireland may amuse, and rudely‐written rhymes may excite, it requires something higher, something of which Irishmen are
specially capable, to enable them to like and to profit by what requires some study. This History is intended for thoughtful men and
women, as well as for thoughtful boys and girls. It contains the result of many years careful and anxious study, given to the reader in the
form in which, as I hope, it will be most easily understood and remembered. It is not intended to take the place of a larger History, nor is it
intended for the senior classes in colleges for such use a larger work, containing more general information, given in the form best suited
for students, is now ready. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more at
www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state‐of‐the‐art technology to
digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority
of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
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